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Little Women is a novel by American author Louisa May Alcott (1832-1888), which was originally published
in two volumes in 1868 and 1869. Alcott wrote the books rapidly over several months at the request of her
publisher.The novel follows the lives of four sisters-Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy March-detailing their passage
from childhood to womanhood, and is loosely based on the author and her three sisters. 3] 4]:202 Little

Women was an immediate commercial and critical success, and readers demanded to know more about the
characters. Alcott quickly completed a second volume (entitled Good Wives in the United Kingdom,

although this name derived from the publisher and not from Alcott). It was also successful. The two volumes
were issued in 1880 in a single work entitled Little Women. Alcott also wrote two sequels to her popular

work, both of which also featured the March sisters: Little Men (1871) and Jos Boys (1886).

Her sister May illustrated the first edition. Book review of Louisa May Alcotts Little Women explaining why
I love it so much.

Amy Little Women

Meg Jo Beth and Amy The story of their lives I3y sic . Megs real counterpart Anna Alcott Pratt was the last
Alcott sister living with Lizzies the counterpart of Beth death at a young age Mays the counterpart of Amy
death because of childbirth complications and Louisas unfortunate death after publishing Jos boys because of
mercury treatment she took when she had Typhoid fever. Meg Jo Beth and Amy. LITTLE WOMEN O R
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MEG JO BETH AND AMY BY LOUISA M. The child who reads Little Women may well become curious to
find out what those authors whom Jo admires were up to. Anne Boyd Riouxs new book Meg Jo Beth Amy the
Story of Little Women and Why They Still Matter celebrates the novels history legacy and influence. Little

Women provide examples of. 2.00 LITTLE WOMEN or Meg Jo Beth and Amy. Little Men or Life at
Plumfield with Jos Boys Little Women 2 Louisa May Alcott Louisa May Alcott was an. Megs Amys and Jos

marriages in the second part of Little Women mark their downfall. Talented tomboy and authortobe Jo
tragically frail Beth beautiful Meg and romantic spoiled Amy remain united in their devotion to each other
and their struggles to survive in New England during the Civil War. Click to read more about Descriptions
Little Women Good Wives by Louisa May Alcott. Work Description A story of four young women and their
varied adventures This classic story of the March family women and their lives in New England during the

Civil War has remained enduringly popular since its publication in 1868. Illustrated boards G.
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